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RESUMO: Este trabalho recupera a contribuição de Fritz Redlich (1892-1978) ao pensa-
mento econômico. Redlich escreveu trabalhos importantes nas áreas de história econômica, 
empreendedorismo e história de empresas. Entre as principais ideias de Redlich sobre o em-
preendedor estão a sua distinção entre diferentes tipos de empreendedor. Redlich também 
foi um dos primeiros autores a analisar os problemas estruturais da ação empresarial, ao 
propor a ideia de “empreendedor ‘demônico’”, em que a acumulação de poder causada pe-
la ação empresarial destrói o espírito inovador no sistema, tornando o empreendedor em 
inimigo da sociedade. 
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ABSTRACT: This work recovers the contribution of Fritz Redlich (1892-1978) to the eco-
nomic thought. Redlich wrote important works in the disciplines of economic history, entre-
preneurship and business history. Amongst Redlich’s main ideas on the entrepreneur there is 
his distinction among different types of entrepreneurs. Redlich was also one of the first au-
thors to analyze the structural problems of entrepreneurial action, proposing the idea of “de-
monic entrepreneur”, in which the accumulation of power caused by the entrepreneurial ac-
tivity destroys the innovative spirit of the system, turning the entrepreneur into an enemy of 
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For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain  
the whole world, and lose his own soul?

Mark 8:36, King James Bible

INTRODUCTION

Fritz Leonhard Redlich (1892-1978) was an important figure to economic his-
tory, business history and entrepreneurship, in spite of not being as remembered in 
today’s history of economic thought.1 The objective of this article is to recover 
some of his ideas concerning the scientific study of the entrepreneur. Although not 
as famous as Schumpeter, he was his colleague in Harvard and in the Research 
Center in Entrepreneurial History, which is considered the place where entrepre-
neurship was established as an academic discipline (Fredona, Reinert, 2017; 
Landström, 2020). Redlich studied the entrepreneur as if trying to find a “divine” 
quality in entrepreneurship, that is capable of using forms and resources creatively. 
This is reflected in the most prestigious award given to entrepreneurship scholars, 
the Global Award for Entrepreneurship Research; the winner receives “The Hand 
of God” statue, sculpted by the Swedish artist Carl Milles.2

Redlich’s contributions to be studied in this article are the emphasis in the 
“personal element” in the economic history – by emphasizing the contribution of 
business leaders – and distinctions among “entrepreneur”, “enterpriser” and “busi-
nessman”. The definition of the term “entrepreneur” never became unanimous be-
cause of ambiguities in his identity. Popular narratives do not help, because they 
turn the term so incredibly plastic to the point that any person can claim the title 
of “entrepreneur”, from Elon Musk to the student who sells desserts at the en-
trance of a university restaurant. This problem was already present in Redlich’s 
time. He called the attention to the context in which the entrepreneur acts. Having 
been a businessman himself for years, Redlich was aware of these questions.

Redlich was also one of the first economists to identify structural problems in 
the entrepreneurial action. In spite of the ambiguities in its definition, ever since 
Schumpeter few people would say that the entrepreneur is not something funda-
mental to economic growth and development. There is even a vast pop manage-
ment literature framing entrepreneurship as a means of personal self-realization 
(Duarte, Medeiros, 2019). Redlich was one of the first to identify problems of en-
trepreneurship by proposing the concept of “demonic entrepreneur” – the idea that 
a successful entrepreneur can become harmful to society, because financial success 
translates itself into accumulation of power and the need to defend this power by 

1 If we search his name in an internet search engine, there will be greater chances of returning the 
psychiatrist Frederick “Fritz” Redlich, dean of Yale’s medicine college, who became famous for analyzing 
Adolf Hitler’s mental health (F. C. Redlich, 1999).

2 See https://www.e-award.org/.
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all means necessary (Redlich, 1953a,b). From this point on, the entrepreneur be-
comes an enemy of society, just like the robber barons in the 19th century United 
States. This problem is not something external to the entrepreneur – as in 
Schumpeter, where the entrepreneur is victim of capitalist anomie –, but it is some-
thing intrinsic to him. For these reasons, Redlich still has relevant things to say on 
the potential of the entrepreneur in the economy and his costs and issues.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON FRITZ REDLICH

At the time of Fritz Redlich’s death, his work was remembered in many jour-
nals, such as the Journal of Economic History, Business History Review, among 
others (Carpenter, Chandler, 1979; Jaeger, 1979; Kocka, 1979; Hermann, 1979; 
Arcand, 1981). The variety of obituaries is evidence that he was respected in the 
community. According to Arcand (1981), his curriculum in the Harvard archives 
listed 147 publications. During a certain period, the Economic History Association 
paid homage to him by naming the prize given to best article published in the 
Journal of Economic History of “Fritz Redlich Prize”.3

Born in 1892, in Berlin, son of an international trader, Redlich was influenced 
by the intellectual environment of his social circle from an early age. In spite of his 
interests in history, his father forced him to be a chemist and businessman to inher-
it the family’s business. He met members of the German Historical School and oth-
er important intellectuals, such as Ignaz Jastrow, Heinrich Herkner, Max Weber, 
Ernst Troeltsch, Werner Sombart and William Dilthey. He cultivated lasting friend-
ships with some of them, especially Jastrow and Dilthey (Kocka, 1979; Poettinger, 
2018). He still remembered Schmoller’s classes in his late age (Redlich, 1955, p. 
103).4 In order to conciliate his father’s demands and his interest in history, he de-
fended his thesis on the development of the German pigment industry (Redlich, 
1914). After the First World War, where he enlisted as a soldier, he took over the 
family’s business against his personal wishes. In his words, he considered this deci-
sion “a sin against the spirit” (Jaeger, 1979, p. 156).

After a few years, Redlich left the company and returned to his academic 
plans, publishing some articles (e. g., Redlich, 1932). As the director of a coopera-
tive of fur farmers, he had time to write his Habilitation, so that he could lecture 
in German universities (Poettinger, 2018, p. 8). However, the reception to his ideas 
was tepid because business history was not a popular topic at the time, which led 
him to write his Habilitationsschirft on the history of advertising (Redlich, 1935; 

3 The prize is currently named “Arthur C. Cole Prize” (email from Mike Haupert, manager of the 
Economic History Association, November 2021).

4 In spite of being critical of Schmoller’s view of entrepreneurship, there are similarities between them, 
such as the necessity of a contextual economics and warnings toward the unbalanced growth of the 
firm (Störring, 2023).
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Jaeger, 1979; Poettinger, 2018). His interests changed when Redlich learned of a 
prize to the best study of the German entrepreneurship, which remained unclaimed. 
This led Redlich to study the history of entrepreneurship (Redlich, 1971a; Carpenter, 
Chandler, 1978).

The ascension of Nazism made Redlich, whose parents were Jewish, to emi-
grate to the United States. He landed in 1936 in New York, with 54 dollars in his 
pocket and no written academic recommendation. After a visit to Harvard, Joseph 
Schumpeter and Frank Taussig helped and encouraged him to study American en-
trepreneurship (Jaeger, 1979). It was a challenge, because the abilities valued by 
American economists were different from the German ones (Redlich, 1973; Jaeger, 
1979). His later writings would be, in Kocka’s (1979) words, work of a complete 
outsider to the American tradition. They focused on the actions of important peo-
ple in the historical process – what he called “personal element of the economy” – 
and being skeptical about the discovery of “laws of history” (Poettinger, 2018, p. 
6). He recognized he was not an “economist” according to American standards, 
admitting his empirical work was short of the best (Redlich, 1971a; Poettinger, 
2018, p. 13).

After a time as professor in small universities, Redlich went to Harvard as a 
researcher. Although he did not achieve tenure, he became an important figure in 
the Economic History Association and in the Research Center in Entrepreneurial 
History – founded by Arthur Cole for the scientific study of entrepreneurship and 
gathered many important scholars, such as Schumpeter, Alfred Chandler, Thomas 
Cochrane, Douglass North and also Redlich, who was appointed as senior re-
searcher in 1952 (Carpenter, Chandler, 1979; Reinert, Fredona, 2017).

After the center’s closure in 1958, Redlich continued his research, although in 
a slower pace. Even when he ended his days in a retirement home in Newton, 
Massachusetts, Redlich received almost daily visits from his peers and was always 
available to talk about various issues (Jaeger, 1979). Kocka (1979, p. 170) wrote 
that his horror for the narrow specialization, that which economics adopted, is ad-
mirable, even if he could not have reached a great synthesis of the relations be-
tween economic history and history of people, including entrepreneurs.

THE “PERSONAL ELEMENT” IN ECONOMIC HISTORY

Redlich was not a conventional economist. Being one of the last heirs of the 
original members of the German Historical School, he admitted that his approach 
became mainly analytical, with an “Weltanschauung (worldview), reflected in a 
non-deterministic outlook on history” (Redlich, 1971a, p. viii). He called his holis-
tic, interdisciplinary view of economics of “Gestalt”, which he integrated with oth-
er areas beyond the economic one (Redlich, 1973, p. 6).

Ever since the beginning of his career, he criticized the Austrian School – at the 
time associated with marginalism and Carl Menger –, because he did not agree with 
the idea that “truth was simply a model” (Poettinger, 2018, p. 5). He considered the 
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“clear-cut theorems” made by economists as “entirely worthless for historical analy-
sis” (Redlich, 1951a, p. 290) and that traditional economics “left [him] with a rather 
bad taste in [his] mouth” (Redlich, 1973, p. 6). The transplant of Newtonian con-
cepts to economic science was “disastrous” (Redlich, 1949a, p. 223). In the end of 
his career, he became critical of the budding cliometrics – the application of the ra-
tional choice theory to the study of economic history –, which would dominate the 
Journal of Economic History from the 1970s on (Redlich, 1965).5

Being a non-conventional economist helped him in his entrepreneurship stud-
ies. Due to the large quantity of entrepreneurial variables that cannot be quantified 
and do not fit comfortably in mathematical models, it is necessary to be open to 
different approaches (Baumol, 1968; Paula et al., 2004). Redlich’s interests were 
interdisciplinary since the beginning (Redlich, 1914). In many of his reminiscences 
he emphasized the influence of other fields besides economics (Redlich, 1973).

Advised by Schumpeter and Taussig, Redlich redirected his research on the 
German entrepreneur to the American one.6 One of his most important focuses 
was banking history. Redlich wrote on the banking histories of the United States 
(Redlich, 1944a, 1951b, 1952a), France (Redlich, 1948) and Belgium (1949b). He 
also saw a connection between banking history and the history of economic 
thought, arguing that the early American banking system was influenced by the 
mercantilist doctrines of James Steuart (Redlich, 1944a). Bodenhron (2000, p. 
117) credited Redlich for promoting the idea that the antebellum American bank-
ing system promoted economic development, in spite of his admonitory tone.

In his way of doing economic history, Redlich defended the “personal element” 
– the power that “important” people had in moving resources. He considered him-
self influenced by the Impressionist movement from the 1912 generation, which 
emphasized the personal element as a primus movens of the historical process. In 
his words: “From Impressionism comes my bias for aristocracy” (Poettinger, 2018, 
p. 6). He defended the psychoanalysis of great businessmen as important to the 
construction of an entrepreneurial profile (Redlich, 1973, 1975).

This is clear in his chapter on Eric Bollman (1769-1821), in Redlich (1944a). 
Bollman was a German immigrant, pioneer of the American banking system. 
Redlich sought to show both Bollman’s historical relevance as much as the impor-
tance of his personal traits, such as charisma, education and relationship networks. 
Bollman got involved in many projects as physician, chemist, banker and diplomat. 
These undertakings led him to build a strong relationship with the European elite, 
even if many times his failures took him to the poverty line. Thanks to his network, 
Bollman could return with new projects. Redlich observed that Bollman made 

5 For example, he criticized Robert Fogel for having produced “quasi-history” (Redlich, 1965, p. 488). 
Redlich concluded that Fogel did not understand what he was talking about when he said he wanted 
to “reunify” economics and history (ibid., p. 496).

6 Traces of his German research were published in articles like Redlich (1944b). The personal element 
is present in both his German as well as in his American works.
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popular the term “flight of capital” to refer to the transference of French invest-
ments to the United States during the French Revolution. Bollman also acted as a 
financial consultant to European investors in American territory, exploring entre-
preneurial opportunities.

His ideas on the personal element led him to study the “business leaders”. In 
a series of volumes published between 1940 and 1951, History of American 
Business Leaders, Redlich emphasized the personal contributions of great American 
capitalists. His focus on the personal element made possible for him to extend the 
entrepreneurial role to periods before modern capitalism (Redlich, 1953c, 1954, 
1955) and even in anticapitalistic movements (Redlich, 1969).7

Redlich also studied the pre-capitalist entrepreneur. This has been a topic of re-
cent discussion (e. g., Hudson, 2010; Murray, 2010). Redlich criticized the stereo-
type of idle nobles prevalent in the American literature of the time as fruit of the 
bourgeois ressentiment from American businessmen against European nobles. He 
argued that European nobles were both investors and managers (Redlich, 1953c, p. 
81). He calls the attention to many historical examples of nobles who sponsored 
projects in agriculture, artisanship, even industry, being the first ones to separate the 
entrepreneurial function from the managerial one – this distinction was important 
because it separates the functions of strategic decisions and entrepreneurial organi-
zation from the daily, mundane decisions (Redlich, 1958, p. 182). “Often the estates 
of noblemen became the location of industrial enterprises founded, owned, and ad-
ministered by the noblemen themselves” (Redlich, 1953c, p. 85). They were entre-
preneurs in a broader sense, that discover new forms of creative organization 
(Redlich, 1953c, p. 82). Such accumulation of resources and techniques allowed the 
nobles to institute the first modern charity services (Redlich, 1971b).

In spite of his preference for the aristocracy, Redlich also wrote on entrepre-
neurs from the lower classes. The possibility of social ascension has always been a 
reason why people became entrepreneurs (Schumpeter, [1934] 1997, p. 98). 
Redlich mentioned many early examples, such as the projector from 17th century 
England and the Kammerdierner (“chamberlain”) from the German states, in the 
17th-19th centuries. The Kammerdierner was a court servant, usually from peasant 
origin, whose function was to organize and manage a noble’s businesses, including 
the Schatulle, private resources that can be seen as an ancestor to the modern sav-
ings. He could use these resources to improve his boss’ industries through better 
and more efficient production combinations (Redlich, 1955, p. 76-77). Business 
partnerships between aristocrats and peasants were important, allowing them to 
share property of ships (Redlich, 1955, p. 69) and innovations (ibid ., p. 81).

Another important peasant entrepreneur was the sutler, a merchant that fol-

7 Due to his interest in aesthetics and art history, Redlich studied Impressionism’s rival movement, the 
German Expressionism (Redlich, 1969). He argued that, even with its anticapitalistic antiauthoritarian 
foundations, entrepreneurship was important in sustaining Expressionism, both in the gathering of 
resources as much as in their management.
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lowed armies to sell and exchange goods, being one of the main agents that moved 
the armies’ economies in the time before the formation of professional armies, show-
ing that pre-modern armies were not just consumer communities (Redlich, 1954, 
1964). Redlich saw partnerships like these as fundamental to long run development.

THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE ENTREPRENEUR

In the late 1940s, Redlich was considered a prolific economic historian. Arthur 
Cole made him a fellow at the Research Center (Fredona, Reinert, 2017). Allowing 
himself to dedicate exclusively to research, Redlich wrote that he had the “best 
years of my life” (Redlich, 1973). It was during this period that he contributed to 
the theory of the entrepreneur.

Political economists were the first ones to study the figure of the entrepreneur. 
Economics, however, evolved to put aside the entrepreneur in exchange for the 
static, but serviceable analysis of marginalism (Ländstrom, 2020). For this reason, 
Redlich did not see himself and neither was seen as a conventional economist. 
Besides his opposition to cliometrics, Redlich criticized Adam Smith for not giving 
the due attention to the entrepreneur, for not having distinguished the roles of the 
entrepreneur and the manager in the productive process. Upon focusing on the 

“invisible hand” of productive organization, Smith neglected the “visible hand” of 
the entrepreneur, the manager and the business organization. Redlich, thus, blamed 
Smith and his heirs for ignoring the theories of the entrepreneur, that would only 
be reconsidered with Schumpeter (Redlich, 1949c, 1966). He worked in this ques-
tion during the 1950s.

Contexts of entrepreneurship

Redlich saw three possibilities to the study of the entrepreneur: 1) the entrepre-
neur as the decision-maker in the firm, 2) as the risk-bearer and 3) as the recipient of 
the residual income of the firm. To him, only definition 1) is relevant to historical re-
search, because risk diversification turned definition 2) obsolete, and definition 3) is 
purely theoretical, having no historical usefulness (Redlich, 1949c, p. 76).

Thus, the power of taking decisions is considered the key variable to define 
who is and who is not an entrepreneur. Such definition is also considered in 
Schumpeter ([1934] 1997), but Redlich argued that decision-taking can be done 
either by the entrepreneur – the one who takes the strategic decision, such as in-
vesting or not in a risky technology – and by the manager – the one who takes the 
more “mundane” decision, such as determining the level of production given the 
current technology. Both are fundamental to economic development. Thus, the 
terms “capitalist”, “entrepreneur” and “manager” are variations of the same theme, 
depending on the context. All of them can be labelled “creative” when their actions 

“influence economic development and which thus elevate them to subjects off dy-
namic theory” (Redlich, 1949a, p. 227). For example, a manager who finds a new 
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way to organize a firm’s production, without any technological change, is a cre-
ative manager for this reason.

After electing decision-making power as fundamental in defining the entrepre-
neur, he also borrowed the Weberian distinction between Idealtypus (ideal type) 
and Realtypus (real type) (ibid ., p. 223). The Idealtypus is the one from theory, 
from the static models, and represents a figure purified from reality in order to un-
derstand and delineate social phenomena. The Idealtypus is confronted by the 
Realtypus, who is “to be met at every turn” (ibid ., p. 226). The Idealtypus of the 
manager is in business theory and is confronted by the Realtypus of the real-life 
manager, such as factory managers, shop managers and all who take managerial 
decisions – the historical and empirical figure (Redlich, 1958, p. 47).

However, Redlich argued that the de facto entrepreneur is only an Idealtypus. 
His Realtypus is the real-life business manager (Redlich, 1949a, p. 228). While the 
ideal entrepreneur exists only in theory, it can be confronted by the real-life entre-
preneur, the businessman; it is him who take managerial decisions, but he also ac-
cumulates other functions besides this one (ibid ., p. 229). By making this distinc-
tion, Redlich preserves the personal element that was fading away from the 
capitalist economy, due to the routinization process predicted by Schumpeter (ibid ., 
p. 232; Redlich, Chandler, 1961).

Another important factor of distinction are the levels of influence of an entre-
preneur. He has influence at the level of 1) firm, 2) national economy, 3) general 
community (Redlich, 1958, p. 21). The decisions of a creative entrepreneur are ca-
pable of going beyond the firm level and can even reach international influence. 
These entrepreneurs are the primus movens .

By distinguishing levels of influence, Redlich argued that many times innova-
tion is relative. The “genuine innovation” emerges with new combinations of pro-
duction. The “derivative innovation” might not be seen as new in the region it was 
developed, but, when transported to another, it becomes a de facto innovation 
(Redlich, 1951a, p. 288). Thus, the focus changes from “extraordinary” innova-
tions to the processes of innovation transmission.

Schumpeter and Redlich

Schumpeter was an important person in Redlich’s life. He had a debt of honor 
to Schumpeter because he helped him when he arrived in the United States. They 
remained department colleagues in Harvard until Schumpeter’s death in 1950. A 
deeper treatment of their relationship deserves an entire new study, but, for the 
current article, an introduction is enough.

Reviewing Eric Schneider’s booklet on Schumpeter, he agreed with him that 
Schumpeter was one of the greatest and most singular representatives of the social 
and economic sciences of the 20th century (Redlich, 1972). Not only this, but he 
also considered Schumpeter one of the few economists who understood how little 
use economic theorems had for historical analysis (Redlich, 1951a, p. 291). He al-
so considered that Keynes’s rise robbed Schumpeter from the glory of being the 
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greatest economist of his time (Redlich, 1973, p. 6). In the end, he considered him-
self “strongly influenced” by Schumpeter (Redlich, 1952b, p. 439).

In spite of it, Redlich had disagreements with Schumpeter, especially on the 
role of the entrepreneur. In Redlich (1955, p. 59-65), he summarized his critiques 
to Schumpeter: “reification” of the entrepreneur (that he admitted it was more be-
cause of Schumpeter’s students instead of himself), by trusting too much in an 
Idealtypus; confusing management and entrepreneurship; excessive simplification 
of the dichotomy between “innovation” and “routine”, as if they were contradic-
tions, when in reality they complement each other; ignoring the role of the manag-
er; ignoring the relative innovation; not giving the due attention to entrepreneurial 
failure; his framework did not really incorporate creative destruction or, in 
Redlich’s terms, demonic destruction (see next section).

In Redlich’s opinion, Schumpeter created a simple and “monochromatic” 
treatment of the entrepreneur, which makes his framework “unforgettable”, but 
that might hide important traits and give an incomplete view of the economic de-
velopment process. By focusing on “heroic” narratives, where failure is not impor-
tant, Schumpeter understood entrepreneurship as a history of “great men”8 (al-
though Redlich can also be considered guilty of that) and ignored the fundamental 
function of the non-innovative businessman, the derivative innovator and the 
managers (Redlich, 1959, p. 157).

The demonic entrepreneur

By emphasizing the personal element in entrepreneurship, many can see an 
elitist and aristocratic element in Redlich. He even identified worker unions as one 
of the “exploiters” of the entrepreneur, because the entrepreneurial profit would be 
appropriated by the workers through greater wages (Redlich, 1949a, p. 233). 
When Redlich made a distinction between mass democracy and the stratified me-
dieval society (Redlich, 1951c, p. 267), his words can be interpreted as a critique 
to democracy. Given his claims about the influence of Impressionism on his thought, 
it is not hard to consider him a conservative, even reactionary thinker (just as 
Schumpeter). In some writings, he lamented the decadence of Western civilization 
à la Oswald Spengler, due to the lack of a “creative spirit”, fruit of imposing arbi-
trary limits to the work of the entrepreneur (Redlich, 1951c, 1969, 1973), a com-
mon trope in reactionary literature (Robin, 2011, p. 44, 172).

And yet, Redlich did not have an acritical view of entrepreneurship. He alert-
ed against treating entrepreneurs as “heroes”, because this harms the analysis of 
the personal element, by replacing a real person for a caricature, even if it is a pos-
itive one (Redlich, 1955, p. 90). In fact, the entrepreneur can even become a “vil-
lain” instead.

8 The “great men theory” is a form of historical analysis that privileges the acts of successful people and 
was mainstream in history until the 1950s. Such approach was left aside because it is an elitist history 
and, ultimately, incomplete (Burke, 2001, p. 4).
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The concept of “demonic/daimonic entrepreneur”9 was one of the first treat-
ments of what is currently called “critical studies of entrepreneurship” (Verduyn et 
al., 2017) – the identification of a “dark side of entrepreneurship”. The latter ex-
pression was introduced by the psychoanalyst and consultant Kets de Vries (1986) 
to call the attention to psychological problems in entrepreneurs. The leadership 
position demands the control of many variables and dealing with many unplanned 
events. This can deplete the entrepreneur, turning him toxic to the others and him-
self. Being a sympathizer of Carl Gustav Jung’s analytical psychology (Redlich, 
1973), Redlich called the attention to these aspects in the leaders he studied, such 
as Bollman (Redlich, 1944a).

The “dark side of entrepreneurship” evolved to analyze not only psychologi-
cal problems, but also structural ones. Many times, entrepreneurship is not a game 
where everyone gains, but some might be explicitly harmed by the success of oth-
ers (Montiel Méndez et al., 2020). By proposing the demonic entrepreneur, Redlich 
shows how these structural problems might emerge from the entrepreneurial suc-
cess, and how entrepreneurs might become “enemies” of society.

The term “demonic” was borrowed from German philosopher and theologian 
Paul Tillich (1936), but it has a tradition in German philosophy. It was introduced 
by Goethe to designate a part of human knowledge that is impossible to rationally 
systemize, being the source of unexplainable falls; this concept was also studied by 
Spengler, Walter Benjamin and Gyorgy Lukács (Wetters, 2015). Tillich argued that 
the demonic has always been present in the history of mankind and reached its 
apex in capitalism, because capitalism requires consumption of previous arrange-
ments – the so-called creative destruction – and there is no divine grace capable of 

“purifying” the demonic in “divine”. There will be a point in which the system will 
consume itself and expire.

Influenced by Tillich, Redlich applied the demonic to the entrepreneurial pro-
cess. If the demonic is ubiquitous in capitalism, could capitalist success be the source 
of its fall? Such dialectics were proposed by Schumpeter ([1943] 2002), in which the 
success of the entrepreneur starts a process of bureaucratization of the innovative 
process and, in the end, the entrepreneur is replaced by the department of research 
and development. However, Schumpeter’s argument frames the entrepreneur as vic-
tim of a process of optimization of profits that he has little control over.

Differently from Schumpeter, Redlich places the entrepreneur as a creative 

9 Redlich (1953a) argued that the word “dämonische” was incorrectly translated as “demonic” instead 
of “daimonic”. The literature that is directly influenced by Redlich uses “daimonic” (Fredona, Reinert, 
2017), but the literature that is unaware of Redlich simply uses “demonic” (Wetters, 2015), including 
Tillich, who revised the original article (Tillich, 1936). The literature that uses “demonic” is larger and, 
therefore, it seems to me Redlich’s insistence is pedantic. For Kirk Wetters, “I suppose in some sense this 
question about the correct translation reflects substantive disagreements between those who want to 
preserve or create a specific conceptual difference [(like Redlich)], vs. those (like me) who have argued 
that this difference is blurred in many sources, probably in many cases intentionally used in an 
ambiguous way” (e-mail, September 2022).
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agent of his own destruction, both personal and social. The initial success of the 
entrepreneur gives him a heroic aura. He might be cover of magazines, a success 
story in the television. He becomes a source of inspiration and may judge himself 
favored by the market. Almost twenty years before Milton Friedman (1970) popu-
larized the idea that the only social responsibility of the firm is to maximize long 
run returns to its shareholders – the Friedman doctrine10 –, Redlich wrote on how 
this is an idea with a long tradition, supported by entrepreneurial success. 

For Redlich, this idea has origin in the Reformed Christian theology, brought 
to the United States by the puritans, that emphasizes hard work and how the di-
vine Providence would reward them for it. In other words, the divine harmony of 
the Universe would manifest in his commercial success. In the words of a sermon 
of 1732: “A rich man is a great friend to the public while he aims at nothing but 
serving himself. God will have us live by helping one another, and since Love will 
not do it, Covetousness shall” (Redlich, 1953a, p. 171). What Redlich omitted in 
this citation is that its author was the reverend Joseph Morgan, ancestor of the fa-
mous banker J. P. Morgan (Corey, 1930, p. 20). Many American industrialists 
came from deeply religious families and were influenced by this theology of mak-
ing peace between God and Mammon.11 After making peace, Mammon dethrones 
God, as argued by Nelson (2002), in which the niche, that once belonged to theo-
logians, goes to economists in the later 19th century.

While the firm grows, the entrepreneur is treated as a univocally beneficial agent 
– a hero, a symbol of hope, blessed by God if he and his peers are religious. However, 
the demonic ends this “honeymoon”. In Greek philosophy, the term daímonon and 
its derivatives had many meanings, among them the idea that a person must fulfill 
his fate, even if it is a tragic one (Spinelli, 2006). Therefore, Greek heroes were con-
sidered fundamentally different from common people. They were destined not only 
to great feats, but also to great falls – Hercules did the twelve works and destroyed 
his family, Jason explored the seas with the Argonauts and died alone (Eliade, 2010, 
v. 1, p. 270ff). If the demonic is important in the human history, capitalism did not 
and cannot eliminate this factor. The scale of its effects becomes even greater.

The successful entrepreneur, braving a journey to conquer his place under the 
sun, gains not only financial and productive success, but also power. The accumu-
lated power becomes, then, something that needs to be defended at all costs. This 
can be illustrated in the modern tragedy of Citizen Kane. Just like the Greek heroes, 
Kane started destitute, promising and ambitious. He established his newspaper 

10 The Friedman doctrine is still considered topic of economic, business and juridical debates, and it is 
considered relevant in the corporate environment. See Zingales et al. (2020) for a collection of debates 
on its relevance.

11 Reference to Luke 16:13, “Ye cannot serve God and Mammon” (King James Bible). Many translations 
use the term “riches” instead of Mammon, but the anthropomorphizing helps making the text clearer 
to its original audience, the riches as opposed to God (Xavier, 2020). Redlich adopted religious 
metaphors, being influenced by the German evangelical thought (Poettinger, 2018) and theosophy and 
other forms of Western occultism (Arcand, 1981).
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based on ethical principles and enjoyed success. But his newspaper became an ar-
rogant media empire. His entrepreneurial success became a monument to his sins 
and the destruction of all his relationships, symbolized in his last words: “Rosebud” 
(Welles et al., 1941).

Citizen Kane can be seen as a step-by-step application of the transformation 
of the demonic entrepreneur. In historical examples, Redlich thought of the robber 
barons who, many times, represented his model-entrepreneurs (and also 
Schumpeter’s): men focused in their businesses and using their profits to advance 
the arts and education. However, they were also monopolists and tried to destroy 
any threats to their business empires.

Recently, Google started as an academic project (Brin, Page, 1998) and grew 
because it provided an internet search service much better than its competitors. 
The lemma “don’t be evil” was part of its conduct code. As Google grew and ex-
panded its services, its market share grew impressively. We do not say “I will search 
it in the internet”, but “I will google it”. Studies argue that its monopoly is harm-
ful, because it promotes arbitrary censorship in its services, exploits the large vo-
lume of information in its services to leverage political influence, sabotages com-
petitors to preserve its domination and this domination is seen as the end of 
privacy as a right (Mays, 2015; Ginsberg, 2020; Smyrnaios, 2020). The United 
States Department of Justice started in 2020 to sue Google for monopoly and, 
even if takes years, the chances of Google ending up dismembered just like the rob-
ber barons’ companies are not nil (“Google é processado…”, 2020). The lemma 

“don’t be evil” was withdrawn from its conduct code in 2018 (Conger, 2018). If 
this is a subtle recognition of Google’s demonic growth, then it is something that 
can be left to the reader’s imagination.

Thus, society rises against the demonic entrepreneur, demanding his power to 
be broken up and his riches accumulated through exploitation to be distributed. 
The new heroes are antitrust jurists, union leaders and activists. Because he be-
longs to a different social class, the entrepreneur cannot understand the needs of 
his workers, focusing only on economic progress. This is a source of rebellion and 
fall. Even if the firm does not die, its innovative power and goodwill are dead. The 
entrepreneur can fight against it, with advertising (Redlich, 1953b, p. 178). He can 
also simply close himself in esoteric investments, that do not increase production 
or technological levels, in a process of financialization. In a report from the 
Kauffman Foundation, an entity that studies American entrepreneurship, Kedrosky 
and Stangler (2011) see with concern the fall in investment in innovative products 
in order to increase the degree of financialization of firms, citing an increase in in-
equality as one of the main negative consequences. Thus, the demonic firm can on-
ly resign itself to accumulate power and money until it withers enough to be sur-
passed by new firms, with new technologies, about to restart the cycle.

The entrepreneur, then, becomes a tragic figure. The innovative spirit that led 
to the growth of the firm becomes more and more irrelevant as the entrepreneur is 
forced to hold bureaucratic roles and deal with the “menaces” against the power 
of the corporation. He is relegated to become an “ambassador”, doing repetitive 
tasks (Redlich, 1953b). Marx ([1867], v. 1, p. 307), in his critique of political econ-
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omy, considers the capitalist entrepreneur mere “capital personified”, a corporate 
avatar. In the moment the entrepreneur acts outside the capitalist logic of growth, 
he will be simply replaced by another person that will take “rational” decisions. 
Using an example within the legal limits, if an executive of a large cinema studio 
chooses to produce an “artistic” movie, of low return, over a blockbuster without 
artistic merit, but that will guarantee high return, he might jeopardize his career – 
and there is evidence that producers are taking less risks, the artistic quality of 
movies are in downfall, in exchange for guaranteed returns (McMahon, 2019). In 
this point, Redlich would agree with Marx, even if he had a low opinion of him, 
because, for Redlich, the greatest tragedy is the extinction of the personal element.

To avoid the demonic growth, the firm must invest in new technologies and 
improve relationships with its employees and stakeholders, which means the rejec-
tion of the Friedman doctrine. Redlich emphasizes that the firm must not cede to 
the temptation of preserving power at all costs and must continue to innovative 
and practice charity, even if it implies relatively lower future profits.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion by Paula et al. (2004, p. 591) that “the role [of the entrepre-
neur] continues being decisive and can even be gaining new contours” continues 
being relevant, especially when we add Redlich to the history of entrepreneurial 
thought. Redlich can help delineating these contours, both in the “divine” quality 
of the entrepreneur – creation and development – as the “demonic” one – accumu-
lation of power. In this article, I sought to show that certain topics of his writings 
are still relevant. His emphasis on entrepreneurial typologies show that it is useful 
to distinguish different types of entrepreneurs in the productive and business pro-
cesses. His warning on the demonic entrepreneur shows that there are many prob-
lems in the entrepreneurial activity, that can emerge without external pressures. 
The demonic growth is a problem relevant enough for Redlich to the point of him 
somewhat betraying his preference for the aristocracy. The fact that the success of 
an entrepreneur can be the cause of his destruction show the frailty and imperfec-
tion of the human experience, something economics must have in mind.
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